Conceptual aspects around
automation and engagement

What could a framework for engagement
in automation look like?
How could we measure engagement?
Measures: Vigor,
Dedication,
Absorption
(Schaufeli et al.)

In the workshop outline,
we differentiate between
engagement for operation,
eng. for appropriation, and
for behavior change. It
would be interesting to
elaborate on this. Could we
make a taxonomy, break
this further down?

Consider
interpersonal
differences: also
for this reason
enable the control
/customization

Types of measures:
- Self-reporting (e.g.,
through questionnaires)
- "Harder" measurements
of other activities to infer
engagement (e.g., eye
tracking, speech, etc.)

Consider different
domains:
engagement at
work (different
areas) vs. home,
etc.
Also
depends on
the activity
at hand

can we enforce
engagements with
"boring"
automated tasks
-> gamification

Engagement measurement
should be based on the
different personality.
Introverted person and
extrovert might need
different measurement.

How about
first engaging
the
academia?

Differentiate
between
desired and
undesired
engagement

Methodological aspects.
Engagement in the
requirements gathering
and design for automation.
Engage for engagement ...
(this would widen the
scope)

how to consider
engagement
during early
design phases?
selecting tasks to
be automated?

How to enable industries to utilize the benefits
of social-technical thinking in their strive to
evolve human-automation engagement?

Satisfaction?

Different qualities of
engagement?
strong (positive?)
emotional feelings
vs refocussing
someone's
attentions

Measuring
engagement in
automation ...
how to cover the
different aspects
...

Which
behaviors
are
motivated?

Negative / unethical
aspects
"Over-engagement"
Automation
addiction

"Dark sides of
engagement"

Prototypes
beyond Wizard
of Oz for
measuring
engagement

Engaging for
intervention

How to use our proposed EIA scale (Wiberg &
Stolterman, arrows below) in interaction design
processes?
Ways of identifying "best practice" /
"leading design exemplars" along this scale
to support automation of interaction, and
automation experience
There are so
many types of
automation,
difficult to provide
best practices

Challenges of using chatbots in automated decision-making
systems?
Chatting back and
forth could take
time and effort.
User could interpret
this as 'more work'
and become less
engaged/motivated
Should chatting only
be used when the
system doesn't have
any other info from
the user's context,
and needs to
"gather more info"?

Social
interactions
/ norms
If we introduce chatting, it
becomes more like a
conversation, and more
'human-like'. Thus, we may
need to adopt and use
social norms. What are the
benefits/consequences of
this?

When to interact with a
chatbot (for example:
for turning the light on,
it would be easyer to
click a button than to
explain it to a chatbot?)

An user may not
be aware that she
is not interacting
with a human if it
is not explicit

Trust and engagement in
human-automation
collaboration

Interfaces to support
engagement & automation

Work related
Engagement
with
automation
Engagement
Engagement
with work
(syst. incl.
automation)

Work independent

Objective
Positive

Key
Performance
indicators
(how do we
measure)

Negative
(tuneling)

Number of parameters change

Number of
interactions
with automation

Number of behaviors change
Number of monitorings
Starting/stopping automation
Nb of tasks performed

Work
performance

Production Throughput
Reaction time to requests

Observation
Direct

Indirect

User Experience
dimensions

Subjective

Flow

Interviews

Affect
Fatigue
Workload
Vigor
Dedication
Connection
to reality

User Interface
elements
Accessibility

Interaction modality
& style
UI
elements

Interaction techniques
Input devices

Instrumental interaction

Augmented
reality

Haptic
Screen
Audio

Touch
Gaze
Speech

Direct manipulation
user-adaptive
Conversational interface

Inclusive
Interfaces

Output devices

Making available, active and conflicting automations perceivable

AR
VR

Situated context-dependent monitoring at different granularitiies
Immediate automation modfiication and execution verification
Representing automation recommendations

Scalability

User Acceptance
Interoperability
User Expertise
Contex / Use case related

Challenges

Limitations
of the UIs

Syncing Devices/Data
Language barriers
Interaction length

